
Scoring for Special Level 6+ 

 for the special class only, the following will earn a 10 point deduction instead of an “NQ”:  

 - Touching the dog to prompt an exercise  

 - Exceeding course time (unless an EMR for time has been approved)  

 - Consistently tight lead   

 - Handler misses or does not attempt an exercise    

The following will still be treated as an “NQ”.    

 - Handler off-course  

 - Dog leaves the ring  

 - Nipping or mouthing  

 - Dogs out of control  

 - Dogs being ill or eliminating in the ring  

 - Harsh handling   

Please note that Special classes are not Qualifying classes so do not count towards titles or 

progression 

 

Special 6 Plus, 

Open to all dogs over 12 months old 

(Capped at 30 entries)  

Open to all dog and handler teams, however, this class is aimed at those working Level 4 

and above so will be worked off lead.  It may include jumps so dogs under 12 months are 

not eligible to compete.   

A challenging course of up to 20 exercises to offer an additional Rally challenge to higher 

level  

competitors, especially those in Level 6.  

Design rules are relaxed including, but not limited to:  

  The Judge may use as many exercise as they like from each level  

 The Judge may repeat an exercise if desired  

 Minimum distance between exercises is relaxed  

 Moving exercises may be linked i.e. “Sit Stand” “Walk back at heel”  

 Exercises can be at slow/fast pace as long as safety is the first consideration  

 Bonus exercises may be used within the actual course  

 “Free choice” stations may be used.  i.e. “Any Left Turn”, “Any static exercise” etc  

 The judge may invent a new exercise, in which case a clear description will be available at 

the ring. 

Sunday 24th July 2022 – Special Level 6+      Judge:  Jenny Butters 


